
As Like

Name: Date: __/__/20__

The dogs did not _______ the look of it and with their packs, still wet from
yesterday, were hampered in swimming.
1. like

He was _______ independent _______ man could be.2. as as

He did not, however, arouse Jack and Obed, who, _______ himself, were
sound sleepers.
3. like

Hendry listened with the closest attention, and something _______ a sigh
escaped from his over-burdened bosom.
4. like

Eugene and Myrtle, _______ the others, had been picked up at their door
after the sleigh had gone the rounds of some ten peaceful little homes.
5. like

Unless, of course, one's husband had a hideous name-Elisha, or Jonathan,
or something _______ that.
6.

like

And Miss Eleanor, _______ the others, was soon forced to beat a retreat to
the float.
7. like

It's a jolly lucky thing, I reckon, to find a man like Thornhill at one's elbow in
a place _______ this.
8.

like

It was not even solid ice-it was more _______ a great snowball loosely
packed by the cold wind-and at any moment under the extra strain of the
weight of men and dogs it might break up and let them all down into a watery
grave.

9. like

The lips were almost _______ cold _______ the hands.10. as as

I had it figured out that the city was going to blow up-that a bomb had
been planted that they couldn't find, or something _______ that.
11.

like

This is not so easy _______ it sounds.12. as

Tom appeared in his shirt-sleeves-a big awry figure with a face _______ a
chimpanzee.
13. like
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Her father is _______ rich _______ mud.14. as as

Our architect, _______ the rest, had seen the mountain ranges jut black
and bare above the snows of winter.
15. like

Here and there we passed a strange jellyfish, the _______ of which I had
never before seen.
16. like

He groaned, _______ he remembered his failure.17. as

She was tall, slender but voluptuously proportioned, with a face _______
a pale flower on her long, graceful throat.
18. like

My room is _______ cold _______ a barn.19. as as

Formerly, when her arm touched his, he had, at a time _______ this,
taken the willing hands in his clasp, but the touch of Ellen Mason's fingers
thrilled his nerves even yet, and Katharine's hand drooped helplessly over his
arm.

20. like
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